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TESTIMONIALS
“Cathy Tooley has been
instrumental in our school’s
success. Our achievement of
National Blue-Ribbon status this
year is directly linked to her
direction, her partnership and her
collaboration with us. She is a
passionate leader that moves
anyone in her path from the
mediocrity of where there to the
greatness of where they can be.”
- RONDA SWARTZ
Cathy Tooley point blank is a
powerhouse! Her authenticity,
passion, and insight as a
presenter is magnetic. She
galvanizes leaders into direct
urgent action. Cathy is an
interrupter of mediocrity and a
champion of living in an
abundant life, of your own design.
- TERRY DOVE-PITTMAN

CATHY S. TOOLEY is the President and CEO of Tools for Success.
Cathy is an Author, Consultant, and Trainer focusing on academic and
professional trainings. She utilizes her strategies to learn and grow
individuals, companies and schools. Additionally, the business offers an
opportunity to hire an outstanding presenter and an exciting speaker to
motivate, to educate, and to inspire any audience. Cathy Tooley is a
dynamic presenter, an intuitive educator, and collaborative consultant,
who knows how to deliver innovative content. Her consultations and
presentations on a variety of topics impart practical information, humor
and immediate results. Her presentations allow both individuals and
companies to learn from themselves and from each other to maximize
their results.

COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Tools for Success is a customer focused, results oriented company
grounded in transformation through education, collaboration and
innovation. We focus on the art of learning with the tool of teaching.
Tools for Success is a company built on professionalism, integrity,
respect, and committed to results. Through our commitment to
executive excellence we provide expertise, experience and innovation
with our passion. At Tools for Success we offer consulting,
coaching, training and speaking through discovery of what is
needed and a partnership to create results.

GENERAL
• Five Steps to Building Success.
• Growth is optional,
choose wisely.
• Politeness is the poison
of collaboration.
TOOLSFORSUCCESSINDY.COM

Speaking TOPICS:
FOR WOMEN

FAITH

• This Girl is on FIRE.
• What does your mask say
about you?
• What do you want from YOUR
life? And, how do you get it.

• Celebrating the Gift YOU are.
• Servant Leadership
• You are a gift from God.....what
are you doing with that?
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